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Cultivating Cultural Capital in French  
   through Composition and Conversation 
 

by Rebecca Léal 
 
     As many French programs struggle with budget cuts and questions concerning the language’s 
relevance in career driven education, recent trends in curricular developments across the country 
include the creation of Composition and Conversation courses which blend skills in writing and 
oral communication, which have traditionally been taught as separate entities. At the university 
level, this intermediate level bridge course is very often the first step for potential French majors 
and minors, the “make or break” moment which underscores its vital importance in student 
retention. While it is clear that “Comp and Con” courses, as they are commonly described, have 
great potential to both inform and motivate students, many educators remain perplexed concerning 
actual course development and implementation. This paper will present a practical model for 
successful and creative Composition and Conversation courses at the university level, but whose 
activities could easily also be adapted and implemented for advanced high school courses.  
Designed to maximize interest in French studies through an in depth introduction to popular culture 
across the Francophone world, this course presents students with real world skills that make French 
relevant to their career goals as well to their everyday lives. Focusing on topics traditionally outside 
of formal academia, the course is themed as a popular interest online magazine created by 
individual students in which they pen editorial information, conduct interviews with French 
speakers, produce the news, explore Francophone cinema, learn about the economy (and how to 
get a job!), engage in creative writing, and take virtual trips across the Francophone world.  In 
addition to continued learning about French and Francophone cultures, students enrich their 
vocabulary and develop advanced critical thinking skills which include analysis, synthesis, and 
evaluation of information in French at both the spoken and written levels as well as build crossover 
skills in the use of technology, such as web design and video editing.  

 
   It is perhaps best to start with a caveat. This course was developed in direct response to my first 
two positions after graduate school teaching intermediate French courses in small, liberal arts 
schools with relatively small French programs. In both cases, I was assigned to teach Conversation 
and Composition without having any experience with this type of course or direction from the part 
of my predecessors.  My experience and training was with a more traditional program structure at 
the intermediate level, namely a semester of grammar followed by a semester of composition.  To 
complicate matters even further, when I arrived in a new institution as the director of the French 
program, I discovered two Conversation and Composition courses to structure, beginning and 
advanced. The course which is described in this paper details the design and implementation of 
the beginning course, Conversation and Composition I.  

 
   Firstly, what is a Composition and Conversation course? Who are the intended students and what 
objectives is such a course designed to meet? As third year college level course, the majority of 
learners are first year students who have tested into the course through their institution’s placement 
exam.  In contrast with the first four semesters of French which may have students taking the class 
to meet a foreign language requirement, this third year course is generally populated by students 
interested in pursuing a French major or minor. With the exception of the occasional heritage 
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speaker, transfer or nontraditional student, students enrolled in Composition and Conversation are, 
for the most part, first year college students who, after extensive experience with the language in 
high school, have decided to continue their study of French. In other words, this is a bridge course, 
a preparation course for university level French studies tailored to fit students with a wide variety 
of interests as well as a wide discrepancy in their French abilities. It is also worthwhile to point 
out that since this is a bridge course from high school to college, the activities and ideas developed 
here could easily be adapted to the high school environment as well and would be a great tool to 
promote French studies.   

 
   A second important point to consider in this type of course is that in many institutions, it 
constitutes the first course in the sequence for a French minor or major.  From this perspective, as 
a required course, students do not necessarily enroll because they are attracted to its content (as 
students would be to a cinema course, for example).  The course must be diverse enough in content 
to attract and hold the attention of a student body from a variety of fields; today’s average French 
major has at least one other major and often numerous minors.  We must be aware that with the 
current utilitarian focus in higher education, we are competing for students’ time and attention. 
With colleges and universities that do not have a language requirement, creating and advertising 
courses that are attractive and appealing to students becomes an urgent priority. When designing 
and implementing courses, faculty should take into consideration the role of innovation in 
marketing to and recruiting students who have studied some French in high school and are 
considering continuing language study at the post-secondary level. With the pressures and 
demands of programs in the STEMs, among others, which so tightly proscribe course sequencing, 
language programs have limited opportunities to create inroads. In other words, as a prerequisite 
for upper level study in French and as a bridge course, Composition and Conversation is in many 
ways a First Year Seminar in French, to borrow the terminology often used in liberal arts programs.  
In one short semester, French faculty must “market French” showcasing what French studies at 
the college level is all about.  

 
   With these considerations in mind, I decided to structure the beginning Conversation & 
Composition course, which is usually taught to first year students in the fall, around themes that 
are traditionally thought of as non-academic skills, those of contemporary French cultural capital.  
The more advanced course, Conversation & Composition II, usually taught in the spring, is 
reserved for more traditional academic skills including formal paper writing and literary analysis. 
Both courses are semester long courses (16 weeks) and meet three times a week (65 minutes 
sessions).  Although the course content can be considered less formally academic in nature than 
traditional programs, course learning objectives clearly fit within the National Foreign Language 
Standards, as stated in the course syllabus and Figure 1.  
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[fig. 1] 

 
 
   The course structure itself can be envisioned as an editorial room, where students as editors 
produce their own electronic popular interest magazine in French, which is unveiled during a 
Congrès des Ecrivains at the end of the semester scheduled in lieu of the traditional final exam 
period. Throughout the course of the semester, students explore six units: Travel the Francophone 
World, Autobiography/Biography, Cinema, Current Events, Creative Writing, and Economy and 
Employment. Each unit extends over a minimum of seven to eight class sessions and includes 
written components as well as student audio or visual productions, which are each peer and 
instructor reviewed several times before being evaluated for a formal grade. In addition, students 
are provided with an intensive grammar review, focusing on concepts which pertain well to the 
unit. The Autobiography/Biography unit, for example, reviews use of adjectives while the 
Economy and Employment until practices future and conditional tenses. While a textbook is not 
used for the course structure itself, a grammar textbook and workbook such as Contrastes is 
recommended to supplement each unit, providing students with practice exercises as well as 
reference material.  As mentioned previously, since students test in to this course, they have widely 
varying experiences with the French language.  Some students may find that they need to focus 
more on one concept than another and a comprehensive grammar review helps reduce the gap 
between student learning levels. Grammar is generally assigned as work outside of class, with 
students expected to self-correct. The instructor is available to provide a quick review of concepts 
and answer questions at the beginning of every class period. Phonetics textbooks such as Savoir 
Dire may also prove useful to instructors interested in working in greater detail on student 
pronunciation, although care should be taken to not inhibit student participation and augment their 
affective filter.  

 
   The semester begins with Travel in the Francophone World a two-week unit which is designed 
to increase awareness of and knowledge about French speaking countries and to inspire a 
Francophone mindset in the course from the very start of the semester. This unit helps to protect 
against a purely France Métropolitaine approach to the units and themes which follow, and it is 
also a good introduction to the course, with engaging and interactive activities which focus on 
geography and diversity. Focusing on multiculturalism and difference across the French speaking 
world in the first few class sessions of the semester also shows students that the French program 
welcomes diversity of all kinds, and may specifically speak to underrepresented populations in the 
classroom, encouraging them express themselves in French. As illustrated in Figure 2, the unit 
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project consists of an advertising campaign to encourage travel to a Francophone country, while 
classroom activities include geography games as well as short video clips and instructor designed 
listening comprehension questions from TV5 Monde’s Destination Francophonie.  
 

 
[fig. 2] 

 
   The second unit of the semester centers upon more personal information through the themes of 
Autobiography and Biography. Approximately two weeks long, this unit has for goals to increase 
knowledge of the French speaking world through the “Biography of a Famous Francophone” 
activity as well as to create a closer community of learners and to prepare for the upcoming 
Language Exchange with an advanced French speaker. Students are encouraged to describe 
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themselves and asks questions of others. At nearly two weeks into the semester, the students now 
know each other well and feel more comfortable sharing personal information. Unit activities 
during class sessions include describing famous Francophone works of art and portraits, reading 
authentic examples of autobiographies in various forms (song/poetry/short story), and watching 
interviews of Francophone celebrities. Students also explore a “Top 10” list of the most famous 
French nationals of all time; these activities will provide them with the information to create their 
own imaginary interview with the famous Francophone of their choice (see Figure 3 below). 
 

 
[fig. 3] 

 
   The film unit which follows transitions well from interview with famous Francophone celebrities 
to watching them on screen.  The unit, which is four weeks in length, is designed to increase student 
autonomy in exploring French culture by encouraging learners to explore meaningful French 
language resources that are available to them, including such services as Netflix and Amazon 
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Prime, as well as their local libraries. Students are required to present to the class a summary of a 
film of their choice (but previously unknown to them) as well as the screening of a movie trailer 
or clip in class, whenever possible. As illustrated in Figure 4, the written component for this unit 
consists of authoring a review of a second film of their choice (previously unknown to them).  
Class activities for this unit include reading film reviews which model proper form and structure 
for this genre as well as screening short films in class (See A l’écran for short film suggestions and 
activities). 
 

 
[fig. 4]  
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   The Current Events unit (2 weeks) inspires students to become more aware on a global scale as 
well as increases their interest in French culture and linguistic autonomy. As Figure 5 
demonstrates, during this unit, students as editors write their own op-ed and are assigned one 
newscast segment to produce in video form based on their personal interest (sports, culture, French 
national news, international news, health, science, etc.). Classroom activities prior to unit project 
presentations include daily summary reports by students of headlines from French newscasts, 
readings and comprehension activities from authentic sources (including the children’s French 
news site 1jour1actu), and comparative discussions of French and American journalism styles.   
 

 
 

[fig. 5] 
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   The Creative Writing unit (2 weeks) is strategically placed near the end of the course and in the 
fall semester, typically occurs around the Thanksgiving break. This unit is one of the most popular 
units for students, who are free to choose their own topic from a list of suggestions (see Figure 6).  
Once again, students are strongly encouraged to engage in work of personal interest that is 
meaningful to them and present their creative projects to the class.   
 

 
[fig. 6] 

 
   The last unit of the semester (3 weeks) explores themes surrounding employment in France 
encouraging students to explore careers in French or prepare for study abroad applications.  This 
final element of the semester provides a transition from the popular culture atmosphere of this 
course, Composition and Conversation I, to the formal writing and oral communication that will 
be expected of students in Composition and Conversation II. Through a close study of authentic 
texts, students learn how to write professional correspondence including cover letters, résumés, 
and professional email as well as learn professional oral communication skills through a mock job 
interview and the creation of a video CV.  Classroom time is used watching mock, yet authentic 
job interviews, brainstorming possible interview questions and responses, and learning how to find 
a job through French speaking websites such as pole-emploi.  
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[fig. 7] 

 
   In addition to the assignments outlined above which are linked to each unit, students are required 
to pass oral proficiency exams (2) as well as participate in Language Exchanges via Skype with 
advanced French speakers (a minimum of 4 exchanges). Although the Language Exchanges are 
open to any topic, as Figure 8 indicates the oral exams are more structured with topics announced 
in advance on the syllabus that address the themes and units explored in class. 
 

 
[fig. 8] 

 
Sample questions used during the mock job interview/oral exam 2 are from authentic texts and 
include:   
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[fig. 9] 

 
   The Language Exchange activities require students to engage advanced French speakers in 
conversation. As the instructions in Figure 10 indicate, students are free to explore topics that are 
of interest to them, however many choose to develop themes explored in class. The Language 
Exchange activities expose students to a variety of French speakers not commonly found at 
American colleges and universities and teaches them how to be good language learners by 
demonstrating the importance of taking active and personal responsibility for one’s learning.  
 

 
[fig. 10] 
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   Although the Language Exchange activities are a cornerstone of Conversation and Composition 
as they permit to students to take their language out of the classroom environment and into more 
authentic spaces, these activities are also the most problematic to implement.  Students often use 
websites such as The Mixxer, Interpals, Skype Classroom and TalkAbroad to find language 
partners. Many students, however, are not willing to pay for fee based sites such as TalkAbroad 
and are concerned about the safety of the free, open access pen pal type sites. As technology and 
communication opportunities continue to evolve, it is hoped that better solutions for language 
students to communicate with advanced speakers will be presented.   
 
   The model I have provided for a Conversation and Composition course is exciting and 
intellectually stimulating for students and instructors alike. It is designed to meet the unique 
situation of students entering intermediate French programs who, in many cases, are in need of 
both academic support and motivation to continue in the study of French at the college level. This 
course encourages students to take responsibility for their own language study and personalize it 
to their interests by showing them the wealth of resources that the Francophone world provides 
through way of modern technology. Such courses illustrate the flexibility and relevancy needed to 
foster the study of French at all levels.  
 
 

ELMHURST COLLEGE 
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